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THE STRONGER, QUIETER FLUSH FOR 
A CLEANER AND BETTER TOILET
Combining our powerful Tornado Flush™ with a clean rimless design, the 
Tornado Zero Rim™ is the latest toilet innovation from Propel Industries.

Tornado FlushTM

4 Star Water Rating

Quiet flush

Zero Rim Design

Concealed Water Outlet

Comfort Height Pan

Snowflake Nano Glaze

Non-Marking Design

Soft Close Lid

Set-back Drop Zone



Totally concealed water outlet
Hidden from view and delivering a 

powerful Tornado FlushTM

For a cleaner look choose 
a Tornado Zero RimTM 
The Tornado Zero Rim™ is a completely rimless 
design with a concealed water outlet to allow 
for better aesthetics whilst maintaining a full 
360 degree Tornado Flush™ that vigorously 
cleans the bowl without all the noise. 

Including a specially designed drop zone 
to combat unwanted marking this toilet is 
undoubtedly the cleaner and better choice 
for your new bathroom install. 

The S-trap offset is designed to work up to 
225mm extension allowing for a larger range 
of install applications. 

High performance is united with timeless style 
with a wafer thin tank design for a softer 
look, minimalist designed soft close lid and 
clean, modern lines in the pan shape.
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The latest evolution in rimless 
toilet design means keeping your 
bathroom cleaner is even easier. 
The rimless flush of a Tornado 
Zero RimTM not only reduces hidden 
surfaces that can trap germs but 
also reduces unhygienic splashing.

Regular box rim designs feature a ledge overhang, which 
can create hard to reach areas that trap dirt and germs

Experience the difference
A CLEANER CHOICE



Chrome Button
TZR-PB-CH
SKU: (7)771014

Matte Black Button
TZR-PB-MB
SKU: (7)77108

Matte White Button
TZR-PB-MW
SKU: (7)771010

Brushed Gold Button
TZR-PB-BG
SKU: (7)771011

Brushed Nickel Button
TZR-PB-BN
SKU: (7)771012

Gunmetal Button
TZR-PB-GM

Rose Gold Button
TZR-PB-RG
SKU: (7)771013

Matte Black Toilet
supplied with matte black push button 
and matte black hinge covers

Gloss White Toilet
supplied with chrome push button and 
chrome hinge covers

Matte White Toilet
supplied with matte white push button 
and matte white hinge covers

ADD YOUR 
OWN TOUCH
Choose from a selection of additional 
flush button colours and finishes to 
style your Tornado Zero RimTM toilet to 
suit your decor.
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Gloss White
TZR-GW
SKU: (7)771005

Matte Black
TZR-MB
SKU: (7)771007



For more information go to
https://propelindustries.co.nz

Matte White
TZR-MW
SKU: (7)771006
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Proudly 100%
New Zealand
Owned &
Operated

Products distributed by

0800 427 335
orders@propelindustries.co.nz

propelindustries.co.nz

Exclusively available from


